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Investigation of the Effect of Residual Stress Gradient
on the Wear Behavior of PVD Thin Films
B. Tlili, C. Nouveau, G. Guillemot, A. Besnard, and A. Barkaoui

The control of residual stresses has been seldom investigated in multilayer coatings dedicated to
improvement of wear behavior. Here, we report the preparation and characterization of superposed
structures composed of Cr, CrN and CrAlN layers. Nano-multilayers CrN/CrAlN and Cr/CrN/CrAlN were
deposited by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) onto Si (100) and AISI4140 steel substrates. The Cr, CrN
and CrAlN monolayers were developed with an innovative approach in PVD coatings technologies corresponding to deposition with different residual stresses levels. Composition and wear tracks morphologies
of the coatings were characterized by scanning electron microscopy, high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy, atomic force microscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction and 3D-surface analyzer. The mechanical properties (hardness, residual stresses
and wear) were investigated by nanoindentation, interferometry and micro-tribometry (fretting-wear tests).
Observations suggest that multilayer coatings are composed mostly of nanocrystalline. The residual stresses
level in the ﬁlms has practically affected all the physicochemical and mechanical properties as well as the
wear behavior. Consequently, it is demonstrated that the coating containing moderate stresses has a better
wear behavior compared to the coating developed with higher residual stresses. The friction contact between coated samples and alumina balls shows also a large variety of wear mechanisms. In particular, the
abrasive wear of the coatings was a combination of plastic deformation, ﬁne microcracking and
microspallation. The application of these multilayers will be wood machining of green wood.
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1. Introduction
The deposition of hard coatings by PVD, based for example
on chromium or aluminum nitride, is considered as one of the
most promising ways to improve the wear behavior of tools
(Ref 1, 2). In addition, one can note that the use of a singlelayer coating is not efﬁcient enough when considering some
speciﬁc working environments (e.g., thermo-chemical conditions) even using binary, ternary or more complex compositions
(Ref 3, 4). Consequently, the research is yet focused on
multilayer systems and the optimization of their deposition
conditions in order to improve the mechanical and tribological
properties (Ref 3-5). These coatings are made up of two or three
different layers. Generally, these layers are composed of
metallic elements, carbides or nitrides. Oxides of various other
elements are also used in such applications. The thickness of
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each individual layer evolves from few nanometers up to one
micrometer. A couple of layers can also be proposed where the
ﬁrst layer is made of carbide, nitride and oxide of a single
metal, whereas the second layer is made of another metal
compound (Ref 6).
In the literature, studies of various coatings systems, such as
Cr/CrN (Ref 7), CrN/CrAlN (Ref 8, 9) and TiAlN/TiN (Ref 10)
are regularly reported. These coatings have been largely
investigated and accurately studied. The results obtained were
compared with the constituent monolayer coatings, and a strong
difference was always reported (Ref 11, 12). This difference is
probably related to the effect of interfaces and their interactions.
The CrN coatings have been used under different metallurgical
phases to improve the lifetime of wood cutting tools, molding
dies and machine parts. However, these coatings exhibit poor
resistance to oxidation at large temperature higher than 600 C
(Ref 13-16). The thermal stability of the hard coatings is of
primary importance; especially in machining processes where
the coated tool can be exposed to high temperatures for the
period of cutting. The resistance to oxidation at large temperatures has also an important inﬂuence in the wear resistance.
Therefore, various studies have shown that addition of
aluminum to the binary CrN layer allows working at high
temperatures without any occurrence of oxidation (Ref 13-15).
The CrAlN ternary layers were reported to be stable and well
controlled at 900 C depending on the aluminum content in the
coatings (Ref 15, 16). Higher hardnesses associated with low
friction coefﬁcients were also observed (Ref 16, 17) compared
to single binary CrN layer when considering addition of
aluminum. However, the addition of a third transition element
in a nitride coating usually leads to an increase in the residual
stresses (Ref 18, 19). Indeed, residual stress is higher for the
ternary CrAlN coating than for the binary CrN one.

Many reports have stated that a solid solution with lattice
distortions is generally formed when the aluminum content is
below  77 at.% (Ref 19-24). Hence, it appears that the
structure of the Al-containing coatings is in a metastable state,
where Al atoms could substitute the Cr atoms in the f.c.c.-CrN
lattice as suggested by Ref 20-22. The Cr atoms could equally
substitute the Al atoms in the f.c.c.-AlN lattice as described by
Reiter et al. (Ref 21). Several authors suggested that AlN forms
solid solutions with chromium when the deposition process is
far from the equilibrium conditions (Ref 21, 22). This structural
state favors the formation of lattice defects during deposition,
indicating a complex columnar microstructure with imperfections that are related to the deposition process (porosity,
continuity defects, nanostratiﬁcation features…). The grain size
of CrAlN structure is also quite small and estimated between
10 nm and 20 nm (Ref 20, 21). Moreover, grain boundaries
play an important role in the elastic and elastoplastic deformation in polycrystalline structures parts. This role is at the origin
of the heterogeneous deformations observed in grains. Consequently, incompatibilities of plastic deformation induce internal
stresses in the grains. These latter can be considered as
inhomogeneous at the grain scale and may relax by plastic
deformations. Therefore, local internal stresses and deformations are closely related. Thereafter, they have also a large
inﬂuence on the behavior of CrAlN layers submitted to stress
and damage under real work conditions.
According to many investigations reported in the literature
(Ref 20-23), the CrAlN ﬁlms have good mechanical properties
and show a large oxidation resistance due to their solid solution
structure (Ref 21). However, most of the physicochemical and
mechanical properties of these hard ﬁlms are inﬂuenced by
several factors (current intensity, vacuum, time…), such as
deposition process conditions (Ref 21-24). Most of the studies
and researches have been focused on the development of PVD
coatings. Nevertheless, few of them investigated the residual
stresses inﬂuence based on the addition of a transition metal to
the binary CrN layer. However, this addition may have a
positive effect leading simultaneously to an improvement of the
tribological performance and an increase of the wear resistance
for multilayer coatings. In previous studies (Ref 22, 24), the
mechanical and physicochemical properties of CrAlN-based
multilayer coatings were investigated, without discussing the
level of residual stresses, neither their inﬂuence on the
microstructure. Similarly, the structure, the friction behavior
or the wear resistance were not subject of interest. However,
Clyne et al. (Ref 24) have noted that stress distributions in thick
coatings rarely correspond to the presence of such a uniform
misﬁt strain, so that recourse to numerical methods becomes
essential for quantitative prediction of stress distributions.
Relationships are presented between residual stresses and
corresponding strain energy release rates during interfacial
debonding (Ref 24). Ahlgren et al. (Ref 25) studied the effect of
residual stress in TiAlN coatings deposited on cutting tools.
The phenomenon of coating delamination from the substrate is
discussed as well as its effect on the lifetime of the tool. The
substrate polarization inﬂuence is considered as a main
parameter affecting the residual stresses and the coating texture.
Moreover, Djouadi et al. (Ref 19) have studied the inﬂuence of
the ﬁlm thickness on the compressive stresses as well as on the
mechanical and structural properties of CrN and Cr2N ﬁlms.
The results show that for both phases, the stress level depends
of the ﬁlm thickness. It is also demonstrated that these ﬁlms are
stable when heated to temperatures up to 727 C.

Thereby, these previous studies led the authors to the
investigation of CrN/CrAlN and Cr/CrN/CrAlN thin ﬁlms in
which the Cr, CrN and CrAlN layers properties are combined
with different levels of residual stresses. The method detailed
below is original since it has not been proposed in previous
studies reported in the literature. In the present approach, large
experimental investigations have been carried out to develop a
new generation of chromium-based coatings. Indeed, binary
(CrN), ternary (CrAlN) monolayers, as well as CrN/CrAlN
multilayers with or without a chromium-bonding layer, were
produced. The relationship between microstructure, friction,
mechanical properties and residual stress gradient is established
and discussed. The role of the chromium underlayer and the
performance of the multilayer coatings was also a subject of
interest. After a detailed presentation of the deposited coatings
and the characterization methods, the enhanced properties of
the coated samples will be highlighted in order to show the
beneﬁts of these new process conditions. The overriding goal of
our research is the development of a new protective coating
system to improve tools service life.

2. Experimental
2.1 Deposition Technology
The coatings were deposited on mechanically polished steel
AISI 4140 (Ref 23), which measured roughness
(Ra ¼ 0:03 lm; Rt ¼ 0:11 lm) and silicon (100) samples
(10 9 10 mm2, 0.38 mm thick) using a RF confocal dual
magnetron sputtering system with high purity targets (Cr of
99.95% and Al of 99.99%). The samples were ultrasonically
cleaned in acetone followed by de-ionized water. Both samples
and targets were in situ etched in pure argon plasma during
15 min with argon pressure around 2.105 mbar. In order to
improve the corrosion resistance and adhesion of the total layer
(Ref 22), a chromium underlayer of different thicknesses
evolving between 47 and 860 nm was deposited. This thickness
evolution was dedicated to determine the maximum residual
stresses in the underlayer, as well as their inﬂuence on the ﬁlm
adhesion. The target-to-substrate distance was about 100 mm,
with an angle close to 45 for each target. High purity nitrogen
gas (99.999%) was injected into the vacuum chamber as a
reactive gas, in the proportion of 20% (N2) when nitrogen
atoms are used to develop CrN or CrAlN layers. The residual
pressure was about 107 mbar. The target shutters were moved
at variable time delays in order to obtain the different Cr/Al
ratios of the layers. The samples were not heated during or after
the deposition process preventing any temperature effect on
phase evolutions. The plasma temperature was always lower
than 200 C. The total thickness of the Cr/CrN/CrAlN and
CrN/CrAlN multilayer coatings ranged from 256 to 1500 nm,
measured on SEM cross sections. The Table 1 summarizes the
deposition parameters: Target bias voltage, deposition time and
gas mixture for both mono- and multilayers. Three types of
monolayer were studied corresponding to Cr, CrN and CrAlN
coatings. The six multilayer coatings are developed by the
realization of several layers (Cr, CrN or CrAlN) in speciﬁc
process conditions. These conditions correspond to the development of maximum (hereafter-denoted Pc: maximum) or
stable (hereafter-denoted Pt: stable) residual stresses in the
layer. Indeed, the residual stresses in the coating depend on the
layer thickness with a non-monotonous evolution. Some

2.2 Characterization Methods

ments (nanoindenter type: CSM 2-107) were performed with a
Berkovich diamond indenter, and a load ranging from 0.1 to
700 mN (load resolution of 50 nN and depth resolution lower
than 0.01 nm). The hardness measurements were performed
into ﬁve points on the same sample surface. Therefore, twentyﬁve indentation tests by sample were developed in this range of
loads. Several indentation tests have been made for all coatings,
and the average value was calculated for more accurate results
with the associated standard deviation. The load was held at
70% of the highest load for 60 s to correct the thermal drift (Ref
26). The tip geometry and instrument compliance were
calibrated before any test. The theoretical model developed
by Rahmoun (Ref 27) was applied to determine the hardness of
the ﬁlms. Surface topography and morphology of the layer
were observed by AFM (Digital Instruments-Santa BarbaraMultiMode SPM Model NanoScope IIIa-CA). AFM was
operated in tapping mode imaging by acquiring three ﬁelds
with a scan size of 3 9 3 lm2. The coating composition was
characterized by XPS using ESCA 3000 (VG Microtech),
equipped with a monochromatic aluminum system Ka x-ray
beam (energy = 1486.5 eV and 150 W).
In the case of the study of residual stresses, only the internal
stress, rt was considered and evaluated (thermal stress and
external stresses were not considered as their values are lower
that internal stresses contribution) (Ref 28-34). The Stoney
formula based on the curvature measurement of samples is
generally used to determine the residual stress value (Ref 33):


1 Es ts2 1
1
ri ¼

ðEq 1Þ
6 1  vs t f R R 0

The morphological and physicochemical properties as well
as the thin ﬁlm coating thicknesses have been determined by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) observations, followed by energydispersive x-ray spectroscopy (JEOL JSM-5900 LV) microanalyses in the surface. A Siemens D500 x-ray diffractometer
(40 kV, 30 mA) has been used to determine the crystal structure
with h–2h scanning mode, using CoKa as the radiation source
(k = 0.78 nm). The scanning has been performed at an angle
ranging from 20 to 120, for which the angle size and the score
time at each step were set to 0.05 and 10 s, respectively. The
determination of the surface composition is carried out by EDS
microanalysis. The cross-sectional microstructure was observed
by HR-TEM (HF3300 I2TEM). The nanoindentation experi-

where Es and vs are the YoungÕs modulus (130 GPa) and
PoissonÕs ratio (0.28) of the silicon (100) (Ref 28), ts and tf
are the substrate and the ﬁlm thicknesses, respectively. R0
and R are the substrate curvature radius before and after coating.
However, the application of the Stoney formula requires
assuming several hypotheses (Ref 34). Firstly, the substrate and
coating thicknesses are smaller than their lateral dimensions.
Moreover, the difference between the two thicknesses is high
and the geometry of the sample is considered as homogeneous
and isotropic. In addition, the stress and the radius of curvature
are also homogeneous on the entire samples surface. The radii
of curvature were determined from the Newton rings measurements (Fig. 1) (Ref 35). The optical apparatus is composed of a

speciﬁc thicknesses hereafter named Pt lead to stable values in
residual stresses. Some other deposited thicknesses lead to a
sudden variation in same stresses before stabilizing again.
These speciﬁc thicknesses are hereafter named Pc. The stresses
related to these thicknesses (Pc and Pt) correspond to speciﬁc
monolayer thicknesses used to develop the multilayer coatings.
Thicknesses corresponding to both speciﬁc residual stresses (Pc
and Pt) have been separately estimated in the preliminary
monolayer experiments before secondary experiments dedicated to multilayer coatings. The process parameters leading to
these levels of residual stresses are determined separately, as
detailed hereafter. All the multilayer coatings are rated by
PVDi. Properties and characteristics of six speciﬁc coatings
have been investigated corresponding to the following combinations:
PVD1: (CrN/CrAlN) Pt/Pt
PVD2: (Cr/CrN/CrAlN) Pt/Pt/Pt
PVD3: (CrN/CrAlN) Pc/Pc
PVD4: (Cr/CrN/CrAlN) Pc/Pc/Pc
PVD5: (CrN/CrAlN) Pt/Pc
PVD6: (Cr/CrN/CrAlN) Pt/Pc/Pc
This choice of combination gives the possibility to treat the
extreme levels of the residual stresses in all multilayer coatings.
Other combinations on these ﬁlms and related analyses may be
achieved in future experiments. However, the associated results
would be expected in the range of observations detailed
hereafter. Our primary focus was only restricted to the analyses
of extreme combinations.

Table 1 Time and deposition conditions of the thin ﬁlm systems
% of gas in the
plasma

Target bias voltage, V
Coatings
Monolayer
Cr
CrN
CrAIN
Multilayer
PVD1:(CrN/CrAIN) Pt/Pt
PVD2:(Cr/CrN/CrAIN) Pt/Pt/Pt
PVD3:(CrN/CrAIN) Pc/Pc
PVD4:(Cr/CrN/CrAIN) Pc/Pc/Pc
PVD5:(CrN/CrAIN) Pt/Pc
PVD6:(Cr/CrN/CrAIN) Pt/Pc/Pc

Al

0
0
 300

 300

Cr

Deposition time, min

Ar

N2

 900

3 to 60
7 to 60
7 to 60

100
80

0
20

80

20

 900

105.5
99
22.5
29.5
28
25.5

sodium vapor source (k = 589.3 nm), a semi-transparent lens, a
sample holder as well as focusing and projection lenses. The
following relation links the experimental observations developed through this optical device:

without lubrication. 3D optical proﬁlometer (VEECO-OPTICAL 3030) was used to determine the wear track morphology.

d 2 ¼ 4Rkm

3. Results and Discussions

ðEq 2Þ

where d is the diameter of the ring, m is the ring number and
R is the curvature radius of the sample. After the analysis of
the interference rings, the linear relation (Eq 2) is used to
determine this curvature radius. Indeed, the calculation of the
slope, a, of the relation between square diameter and associated ring number after experimental observations allows us to
estimate this parameter, which is given by the simple relation:
a
R¼
ðEq 3Þ
4k
The radius value is then replaced in the STONEY equation
(Eq 1). A tensile stress is obtained when the curvature of the
sample is concave, while a compressive stress is considered
when this curvature radius is convex. The positive sign is
used regarding the international convention for tensile stress.
In the opposite case (convex shape), a compressive ﬁlm stress
is obtained corresponding to a negative value. This approach
has been developed on the three monolayer coatings (Cr, CrN
and CrAlN) developed on the silicon substrate for various
deposition times.
Reciprocating wear tests have been performed using a
micro-tribometer (Oscillating TRIBO-tester, TRIBO technique), equipped with an alumina ball (Al2O3) with a diameter
of 10 mm and a roughness Ra of about 0.52 lm. The tests have
been conducted under different normal loads (3, 5, 8, 10, and
12 N) during 15 min, reciprocated at a frequency of about 2 Hz
and with amplitude of 5 mm. The tests have been performed at
ambient atmosphere (temperature of 22 C with 31% humidity)

Fig. 1

Newton rings experimental equipment

3.1 Monolayer Coatings Study
Cr, CrN and CrAlN monolayer coatings were synthesized by
magnetron sputtering (Table 1). The limiting factors for the
application of these coatings for protecting cutting tools are
their lack of adhesion and wear resistance. Consequently, as
mentioned previously, it is proposed to superimpose these
coatings with different level of residual stresses in order to
develop a multilayer coating with enhanced mechanical and
tribological properties.
3.1.1 Mechanical Properties. The nanoindentation measurements permit to determine the average hardness in
monolayer coating as shown in Fig. 2(a) for a 1-lm-thick
CrAlN layer. The Young modulus of coatings could also be
measured with this approach if required. The hardness values of
each load cycle are plotted as a function of the penetration
depth as shown in Fig. 2(b) for the CrAlN coatings. This
nanohardness-depth proﬁle can be explained by the presence of
the hard ﬁlm and its intrinsic properties leading to large value in
the initial depth domain. The mean values of hardness and
residual stresses were determined for all monolayers with
different thicknesses based on the Martens hardness analysis
method as proposed by Rahmoun et al. (Ref 27). Figure 3
shows that the residual stress deviates directly from the sample
to reach a maximum (Pc) and then stabilizes (Pt) over the rest of
the ﬁlm thicknesses for longer deposition times, meaning that
compressive stress is present and stable. In particular, several
authors studied the thickness effect on the residual stresses and
have shown that the residual stresses are inhomogeneous

Fig. 2 Characterization of the CrAlN monolayers (thickness of 1 lm) through ﬁve nanoindentation instrumented tests. (a) Loading–unloading
curves with the load evolution, P, as a function of the indenter displacement, h, (b) Variation of current hardness, H, as a function of the indent
displacement, h, measured with the indent vibration approach (Frequency 45 Hz, Amplitude of displacement 2 nm)

Fig. 3 Evolution of the hardness (plain lines), H, and residual stresses (dashed lines), rr, as a function of the ﬁlm thickness, for: (a) Cr, (b)
CrN and (c) CrAlN layers deposited on silicon substrate. The magnitudes of compressive residual stresses (negative) are shown in the lower domain due to their negative values (compressive stresses)

depending from the layer thickness (Ref 36-38). In our study,
the maximum hardness values for the Cr, CrN and CrAlN
layers are, respectively, 16, 28 and 26.5 GPa (accuracy  ± 1GPa) associated with the thickness values of 110,
120 and 150 nm. The associated residual stresses are, respectively,  4,  5.3 and  3.6 GPa (Fig. 3). It should also be
noticed that similar evolutions are observed for residual stress
and hardness as a function of the indentation depth. Different
effects can explain the stress peak (Pc): the creation of defects,
the change of crystal orientation or the densiﬁcation during the
layer growth (Ref 36-48). This peak generally depends on the
deposition conditions and the composition of the layer itself.
3.1.2 Residual Stresses and Morphology Interaction. The AFM observations showed that in the initial stage
of ﬁlm deposition, the development of layer occurs unevenly in
an island growth mode. Indeed, Fig. 4 shows this phenomenon
as observed in the direction normal to the surface (upper view).
An average island stress is smaller than the one encountered in
a uniform layer thickness due to the partial stress reduction in a
landÕs peripheral area. The stress reduction rate is commonly
determined by the ratio of thickness to size of the islands. Early
in the formation of the CrAlN layer, the nucleation and
progressive development of many tiny islands are observed on
the substrate corresponding to the initial step before coalescence mechanism (Fig. 4a). The residual stresses level is
considered signiﬁcantly small since these nuclei are tiny and
minor. These stresses are attributed to a balance between
surface stresses and interface stresses, and not only to the

spontaneous generation of residual stresses in the island. As
deposition time gradually increases, a progressive coalescence
of the tiny nuclei is observed aiming at forming continuous
islands (Fig. 4b).

3.2 Multilayers Coatings Study
The superposition of monolayers with different levels of
residual stresses leads to the development of multilayer
coatings (Table 2). The analysis and comparative study
between the various multilayer coatings systems (PVD1 to
PVD6) are based on the nature of layers, the total thickness of
the ﬁlm and the residual stress levels in the monolayers.
3.2.1 Composition and Structure. The Cr, CrN and
CrAlN coatings with different thicknesses were successfully
deposited on a silicon substrate in order to control and optimize
the residual stresses. Through the development of binary and
ternary layers under optimal conditions, we developed Cr/CrN/
CrAlN and CrN/CrAlN multilayer coatings Cr-based (Fig. 5)
on AISI 4140 steel substrate. The thickness, roughness and
chemical composition of the ﬁlms are detailed in Table 2. Even
if the SEM observations show a dense multilayer coating, they
do not provide sufﬁcient accurate information on the ﬁne
microstructure. Then, HR-TEM was used to provide additional
observations. Observations (Fig. 6) have been done on coatings
with speciﬁc thicknesses corresponding to minimal residual
stresses (Fig. 3) (i.e., the Cr, CrN and CrAlN monolayers
thicknesses with, respectively, thicknesses of 10, 50 and
65 nm). The PVD2 coating was developed with Pt condition

Fig. 4 AFM images of CrAlN ﬁlm on a silicon substrate for an average ﬁlm thickness of (a)  5 nm and (b)  700 nm. Direction of observations is perpendicular to the surface of the sample and similar to the growth direction of coating. Observations are reported on the AFM analysis
domain of 3 9 3 lm2

Table 2 Roughness, total thickness and composition of the thin ﬁlm systems
Coatings
Monolayers
Cr
CrN
CrAIN
Multilayers
PVD1
PVD2
PVD3
PVD4
PVD5
PVD6

N, at.%

Al, at.%

0
28.5
29

0
0
3.5

52
51.8
49.7
50.1
50.8
50.5

5
4.2
4.9
4.2
4
4.7

Total thickness t, nm (± 10 nm)

Arithmetic roughness, Ra, mm (± 0.01 nm)

98
71
67

47 to 860
58 to 690
50 to 980

0.1 to 0.12
0.1 to 0.12
0.1 to 0.12

41.3
42.9
43.6
44.5
43.1
42.5

1500
1500
256
360
300
300

0.11 to 0.13
0.1 to 0.12
0.11 to 0.12
0.09 to 0.11
0.1 to 0.12
0.1 to 0.11

Cr, at.%

Fig. 5 Schemes of the Cr/CrN/CrAlN and CrN/CrAlN multilayers
coatings on AISI4140 steel substrate

with higher monolayer thicknesses. We chose to observe very
thin layers by TEM to facilitate the observation and to reduce
the sample preparation duration. The multilayer is largely
composed of regular crystals of a few nanometers size. This can

be considered as quite small crystals. From the substrate to the
multi-layered top surface, a regular microstructural arrangement
is observed. The HR-TEM observation shows a Cr thin layer
with a thickness of 10 nm parallel to the coating/substrate
interface. This layer is created during the ﬁrst growth stage. It is
followed by a succession of CrN nanolayers of 3 to 3.5 nm
thicknesses. The thickness of the whole CrN layer is about
50 nm, followed by the CrAlN top surface layer with a
thickness of approximately 65 nm. The thickness of Cr, CrN
and CrAlN layers was controlled by the deposition time. The
superﬁcial layer is possibly crystallized. This type of arrangement is probably related to the effect of residual stresses in the
monolayers. The variation of the residual stresses as a function
of the ﬁlm thickness is not homogeneous in each monolayer,
which can generate an internal interaction in the multilayer
coatings. It should be mentioned that this interaction contributes to several phenomena as the microstructural arrangement or the adhesion of the coatings. In addition, the layer
subjected to residual compressive stresses may undergo

delamination or some other damages. One can note that the
initial delamination process occurs by crack extension along a
plan parallel to the deposition surface. This phenomenon
generally occurs at the ﬁlm/substrate interface and is described
in our case by the delamination of the chromium underlayer
deposited on the substrate (Fig. 6a). Subsequently, an increase
in the coating thickness leads to the disappearance of the
ordered superimposed monolayers. Indeed the formation of a
mixed phase (amorphous and crystalline) is observed with
spheroidal grains (20 nm of diameter) in the magniﬁcation of
the upper coating domain (Fig. 6b). The behavior is probably
related to the relaxation of residual stresses. This phenomenon
is also due to the substitution of Cr atoms with the smaller Al
ones, which results in the contraction of the CrN lattice. In
addition, this phenomenon can be related to phase separation of
the hexagonal aluminum nitride h-AlN from the supersaturated
solid solution of CrAlN. Although the maximum solubility of
AlN in cubic CrN is around 77 mol.% (Ref 48, 49), the
supersaturated
CrAlN
phase
is
thermodynamically
metastable and its stability strongly depends on the deposition
conditions. This nanocrystallized phase is attributed to CrN
(111) phase while Al is implanted in the amorphous phase.
Therefore, small localized and dispersed nanocrystals can be
identiﬁed in the rest of the surface after cross-sectional
observation. It is reasonable to consider that this morphological
evolution in the multilayer coatings is particularly related to
those internal stresses.
Concerning the structure analysis by XRD, we limited our
study to PVD1 and PVD2 patterns due to the thinness of the
other ﬁlms. These thin ﬁlms are elaborated with moderate
residual stresses (ri < 0.4 GPa). Figure 7 shows the synthesized XRD patterns of PVD1 and PVD2 nanoscale multilayers
1500 nm thick. Both multilayers were well crystallized in a
cubic structure. For PVD1 ﬁlm, the main diffraction peaks (111)
and (220) are detected at 43.7 and 76.7, respectively. This can
be related to the CrN cubic phase structure (JCPS N 11-0065).
The analysis of the PVD2 thin ﬁlm shows that the CrN (111)
diffraction peak has completely disappeared, while the CrN
(311) diffraction peak appeared predominantly at 91, com-

pared to the lower (220) crystalline orientation. This result can
be explained by the higher growth speed of (311) plans
compared to (111) plans, or by the preferential sputtering effect
of nitrogen atoms on (111) plans (Ref 44).
Qualitative XPS proﬁles of PVD2 multilayers (deposited on
silicon) elementary composition were established after three
argon etching durations (t1 = 600 s, t2 = 1500 s and
t3 = 2520 s). The interlayers/underlayer and underlayer/substrate interfaces are not greatly sharp (Fig. 8a). Moreover,
Fig. 8(b) shows high-resolution XPS core-level spectra of Cr
metal formed by two peaks centered at 574.81 (Cr2p 3/2) and
584 eV (Cr2p 1/2). The N1s spectrum (Fig. 8c) reveals the
presence of a nitrogen characteristic peak in cubic chromium
nitride centered at 396.46 eV. Similarly, the Al2p spectrum
(Fig. 8d) shows a main peak with a binding energy of 74.3 eV
corresponding to AlN (Ref 44). Furthermore, the Cr3s with Al2p
XPS peaks are very similar because the energy level corresponding to these two elements are close to each other. To
complete this study, we measured the width at half-height on
the same proﬁle spaces of all elements of the PVD1 thin ﬁlm. It
should be noticed that the Cr peak becomes more intense when

Fig. 7 XRD patterns of the PVD1, PVD2 multilayers and of the
AISI4140 steel substrate

Fig. 6 HR-TEM cross-sectional images of a Cr/CrN/CrAlN multilayer (respective thicknesses: Cr = 10 nm, CrN = 50 nm and CrAlN = 65 nm)
(a) Nanolayers at the substrate/ﬁlm interface (thickness period of 3 to 3.5 nm), and columnar grains, (b) Dispersion of the crystallites in a partially amorphous structure

Fig. 8

(a) XPS core-level spectra of Cr/CrN/CrAlN/Si as a function of the etching duration, and: (b) Cr2p, (c) N1s and (d) Al2p + Cr3s spectra

the etching duration is maximum (t3 ), and its width at halfheight increases from 1.3 eV for time t1 to 2.6 eV for time t3
(Fig. 8b). This transition is explained by the presence of pure
metallic chromium at t1 . Moreover, for time t2 and t3 , the width
at half-height is 2.5 and 2.6 eV, respectively, which justiﬁes the
presence of a unique phase in both CrN and CrAlN layers,
probably cubic chromium nitride. A measure of the width at
half-height (with a binding energy of 4 eV) was also performed
on the Al2p and Cr3s peaks (Fig. 8d). The obtained results are
identical and may be the consequence of the presence of AlN.
These results correlate with the compositional analyses
obtained by EDS and XRD. The XRD pattern of this coating
shows the presence of a low crystallized ﬁlm with broad peaks
related to the contribution of Cr2N, CrN and AlN. As a result,
we can also consider that the Cr present in this ﬁlm is bonded to
nitrogen and forms Cr2N. It is therefore possible that the CrAlN
top layer is multiphased and consists of Cr2N, CrN and AlN.
3.2.2 Residual Stresses. Almost any type of thin hard
coating contains residual stresses resulting from the manufacturing process. They can be a result of growth mechanisms, or
fast cooling from a high deposition temperature if there is a
substantial difference in thermal expansion between the coating
and substrate materials. The coatings growth with temperature
gradients at the substrate surface or interfaces between coatings
allows superimposing nanoscale gradients in the composition
structure (Ref 44, 45). These phenomena accompanied with a
substrate bias modulation induced intermixing or relaxation of
residual stresses at the interface of the intermediate layers,
which may also result in an enhancement of physical and
mechanical properties of the coatings (Ref 44-46). Comparing
Fig. 3 and 9, the results indicate that residual stresses in
multilayers are lower than those measured in single-layer
components. According to the experimental measurements, it is

clear that the stress values obtained on the multilayers are
linked to the level of those previously determined in the
monolayers. Indeed, during the superposition of different ﬁlms,
an interaction occurs between the monolayers reducing the
intensity of the overall residual stress in the total coating. The
maximum value found is measured in the PVD4 multilayer,
where the constitutive layers are developed with high residual
stress, reﬂecting this dependency. On the other hand, the Cr
bonding or transition layer plays a main role on the stress
intensity. Indeed, the level of residual stresses in the PVD4
coating with a chromium underlayer ( 1.2 GPa) is higher than
in the PVD3 coating without a chromium underlayer ( 0.7
GPa). This underlayer provides a good adhesion of the entire
ﬁlm with the substrate. The investigation of the internal stresses
at the substrate/coating interface is of interest as the stresses
imposed on the ﬁrst layers of atoms of the coating greatly affect
the growth of the developed layers. The residual stresses in the
ﬁlms are created by both extrinsic and intrinsic residual
stresses. This latter is caused by a mismatch of thermal
contraction between coatings. Besides, this reduction of
residual stresses in multilayers compared to those in the
constitutive monolayers is mainly due to the interface between
these layers. The interlayers and the transition seem to be
effective in reducing residual stress effect during the ﬁlm
growth. The limit of thickness of the coating showing a
maximum stress is observed in many previous works (Ref 9,
44) and is also conﬁrmed by the present results.
3.2.3 Tribological Behavior. The optimization of the
tribological properties of nanostructured coatings is an important research program, given their potential application in the
ﬁeld of machining or stamping. The residual stresses seem to be
the main characteristics of the deposit coatings to be optimized
in order to improve their wear resistance. The analyses detailed

Fig. 9 Residual stresses of the PVD multilayer coatings with the
uncertainties domains

hereafter are mainly dedicated to the characterization of friction
properties and wear mechanisms in multilayer coatings depending from their residual stress levels related to the deposit
conditions.
3.2.3.1 a- Friction Coefﬁcient. The Cr/CrN/CrAlN and
CrN/CrAlN multilayer systems are formed by monolayers
whose residual stresses levels are identical (ÔplateÕ (Pt) for
PVD1 and PVD2 or ÔpeakÕ (Pc) for PVD3 and PVD4) or
combined (ÔplateÕ and ÔpeakÕ for the PVD5 and PVD6 systems).
It should also be pointed out that the total thickness of each
couples of coatings (i.e., PVD1/PVD2; PVD3/PVD4 and PVD5/
PVD6) is of the same order of magnitude or even identical
(Table 2). This methodology gives the opportunity to study
properties of multilayer coatings developed with same phases
but different level of residual stress leading to various intrinsic
properties. The tribological properties of the as-deposited
nanocomposite ﬁlms were determined by reciprocating wear
tests against an Al2O3 alumina ball under dry wear conditions.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the instantaneous friction
coefﬁcient (COF) as a function of sliding distance for the
multilayers against the alumina ball. Each multilayer shows
typical running-in behavior corresponding to an initial transient
stage followed by an increase in the COF until a steady state.
The initial transient stage corresponds to contact between the
highest asperities of the ball and the coating surface. Vibrations
and noise are also present in the evolutions reported in Fig. 10.
Against alumina, the COF of PVD1 is 0.36 at the beginning
of the test in a short running-in period. An increase to 0.65
(Fig. 10a) of the COF is observed afterward. The wear becomes
more severe leading to coating failure and to the creation of
debris which participate to the wear kinetics. Moreover, PVD2
has an initial COF value of 0.28. After a friction distance of
about 6 m, PVD1 and PVD2 have the same COF value
( 0.57). The shift in the transition period between the two
coatings explains that PVD2 has a better tribological behavior
compared to PVD1. The PVD3 coating presents a short steady
state period of constant COF of 0.6. The COF of PVD4 starts at
0.22 and increases slowly to around 0.5. A small change in the
friction behavior corresponds to the breakdown of the two
coatings after 8 m, and the COF becomes similar, as shown in
Fig. 10(b). As a result, the superposition of the layers with
maximum residual stresses (PVD3 and PVD4) does not improve
the tribological behavior. The COF shows similar behavior with
the PVD5 coating (Fig. 10c). At the very beginning of the
tribological test, a low value of COF property is observed
(0.25), but a higher value is quickly reached (0.6) probably due

to high wear and coatingÕs delamination. A stable domain is
observed after this transient period with a value of  0.45. On
the other hand, PVD6 also quickly reaches the high COF value
of 0.6 before a stable domain where a COF value of 0.5 is
observed. This coating contains a Cr bonding underlayer with
ÔplateÕ stress (Pt) reinforcing its tribological behavior.
As mentioned previously, it is noteworthy that a Transition
zone (Tz) exists for all the multilayers where COF value
evolves quickly. Although the surface layer is always the same,
this zone differs from one coating to another with large
differences. The length of this transient domain can be
estimated as follows:
Tz (PVD1)  3 m < Tz (PVD2)  4 m (Fig. 10a)
Tz (PVD3)  0.75 m < Tz (PVD4)  1.2 m (Fig. 10b)
Tz (PVD5)  0.1 m < Tz (PVD6)  0.4 m (Fig. 10c).
This variation is probably related to superﬁcial tribological
transformation (STT). Coatings developed with a bonding
underlayer (Cr) have also a longer Tz domain. Moreover, this
difference in Tz depends mainly on several factors such as the
surface topography ðRa ; Rt Þ, the residual stresses in the
underlayer, the adhesion energy at the interface of singleconstitutive layers, as well as the adhesion of the coatings with
the substrate (Ref 50). This transition zone corresponds to the
original plastic deformation (effect of the friction contact).
After this transition period, the coefﬁcient of friction stabilizes
at a speciﬁc sliding length for each multilayer system. The
values obtained are close to 0:58 when the surface layer is
produced with ÔplateÕ stresses (Pt) (Fig. 10a), and close to 0:5,
when multilayer systems are developed with peak (Pc) or
combined (Pt/Pc) residual stresses (Fig. 10b and c). Consequently, similar COF values are obtained on the six different
multilayer systems. Thereby, residual stresses in the top layer of
the coating (PVD3-6) have only a slight effect on the COF
parameter. However, the accumulation of the plastic deformation in turn causes a shear stress and produces a layer failure.
Two consequences of the existence of the transition zone can be
noticed:
(1)

(2)

The exerted shear stress exceeds the adhesion stress and
causes a sudden cracking at the interface and consequently the layer spalling.
The shear stress is not sufﬁcient to generate an immediate delamination of the coating. However, when combined with the stress at the substrate interface, an
initiation and/or propagation of an interfacial crack occurs and grows until a critical size is reached leading to
a delamination process.

Consequently, this initial crack causes the initiation of
damage under the effect of compressive residual stresses in the
ﬁlm. The transition period is systematically longer (Tz  4 m
for PVD2) (Fig. 10a) and more signiﬁcant in the presence of
higher residual stresses (rr   0.38 GPa for PVD2) (Fig. 9)
proving their contribution to the wear resistance and their
impact to delay the damage at the contact interface. De Wit (Ref
51) found in the case of TiN layers that the transition period
corresponds to the formation of third body « debris » composed
of amorphous rutile and nanocrystalline grains. A transformation from the amorphous to the crystalline phase is subsequently achieved, contributing to further wear. Against alumina
balls, only the PVD2 coating survived to the tribological tests as
shown hereafter on Fig. 13 with the negligible value of wear
volume associated to the AISI4140 substrate. The best wear

Fig. 10 Friction coefﬁcient vs. the wear track length, d [m], for: (a) PVD1 and PVD2, (b) PVD3 and PVD4, (c) PVD5 and PVD6 (duration of
friction test: t = 30 min, Normal force applied: Fn = 5 N, Speed: m = 8 mm s1 and Amplitude of displacement: d = ± 2.5 mm). Left images
show the entire observation and right images provide a magniﬁcation corresponding to the transition period

Fig. 11 SEM observations developed on the PVD2 thin ﬁlm corresponding to (a) detached debris from the worn surface and, (b) wear scar
morphologies (duration of the friction test: t = 15 min, normal force applied: Fn = 5 N, speed: v = 8 mm s1 and amplitude of displacement:
d = ± 2.5 mm)

Fig. 12 Surface geometry obtained after reciprocating wear test developed on the PVD2 multilayer coating showing (a) wear tracks and (b) alumina ball (H = 16.14 GPa) with 6 mm in diameter. Duration of the test: t = 15 min, normal force applied: Fn = 12 N, speed: v = 8 mm s1 and
amplitude of displacement: d = ± 2.5 mm

behavior was achieved in comparison with the other multilayer
systems. Consequently, the PVD2 coating improves the friction
behavior against Al2O3 balls.
The analysis of wear track after SEM observations reveals
that the debris removed by the friction effect are present at the
ﬁrst contact cycles between the antagonists and that the particle
size is lower than 0.5 lm (Fig. 11a). Thereby, some of the
particles are ejected outside the contact zone, whereas the
others remain trapped. Similar results were found in the
literature (Ref 52). The particle forms a third body, which
participates to kinematic readjustment of the contact (Fig. 11b).
The transition period is reached when the pull-off ﬂow of
particles becomes steady.
3.2.3.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Study of the Wear
Behavior. The surface wear quantitative study of the tested
samples after friction tests was carried out based on the wear
track proﬁle analyses for the ﬁlms deposited on AISI 4140 steel
substrates. The measured proﬁles were put together, and an
average proﬁle was determined from the worn area for each of
the studied coatings and for the substrate base material. The
wear volume is determined with a 3D optical proﬁlometer.
Figure 12(a) shows the 3D wear track proﬁle obtained on the
PVD2 coating and Fig. 12(b) shows the attachment of the
debris on the alumina ball after the same test. This reﬂects the
low amount of material transferred from the sample to the ball.
Figure 13 shows the wear volumes evolution (Vf : wear
volume of the ﬁlm and Vs : wear volume of the AISI4140
substrate). The multilayers with a Cr underlayer at low residual
stresses have lower wear volumes. Indeed, the Vf value is lower
for the PVD2 coating compared to the PVD1 coating and Vf for
PVD6 coating is also lower compared with PVD5 coating. On
the other hand, when a Cr underlayer is added and developed
with maximum stresses, the multilayer has a lower wear
resistance as shown with the increase in wear volume (Vf for
PVD3 < Vf for PVD4). Therefore, it is necessary to avoid the
Cr layer with maximum residual stresses. The amount of
material removed from the ﬁlm and substrate was determined
separately. Comparing PVD1 to PVD2, both produced under
low residual stresses, it is noteworthy that the second one has a
good wear resistance due to the presence of a Cr underlayer

providing a good adhesion with the substrate. Concerning the
two ﬁlms produced under high residual stresses, PVD3 and
PVD4, a good substrate adhesion of the CrN transition layer
improves the wear resistance of the PVD3 coating. Furthermore, when the stress level is different in the single layers of
the entire ﬁlm, the obtained results are consistent and
innovative. Indeed, the best wear resistance is reached for the
multilayer synthesized with a Cr underlayer at low residual
stresses (PVD6), compared to the one with high residual
stresses (PVD4). These two coatings are signiﬁcantly better in
terms of wear when compared to the PVD5 (CrN underlayer
grown with low stresses and CrAlN with high residual
stresses).
The residual stress level combination (as in PVD5 and
PVD6) results in a good wear resistance. The level of residual
stresses in these multilayers is generally moderated (the
residual stresses in the underlayer are considered to be minimal,
while those in the other layers are maximal) and the adhesion
with the substrate is high. Although the as-deposited ﬁlms
(PVD5 and PVD6) had similar COF during dry sliding tests, the
morphologies of the wear tracks of this kind of ﬁlms were quite
different (Fig. 14). The analysis of the wear tracks indicates the
highest residual stressed coatings delamination and the cracks
appearance within the wear track. Usually, the stresses in a
coating may induce crack propagation and, consequently,
produce the plastic deformation by the local coating fracture
as in brittle cracking. As a consequence, the wear rate of the
coating may increase as shown in (Ref 53).
Thereby, two simple models can be distinguished to indicate
the tribological behavior of the Cr/CrN/CrAlN and CrN/CrAlN
ﬁlms. The Cr/CrN/CrAlN coating presents a smooth worn
surface with great fragment removal efﬁciency. The debris were
eliminated instantly from the contact track and accumulated at
the wear track edges. However, for the CrN/CrAlN coating,
there was a thick oxidized debris ﬁlm developed inside the wear
track on which the debris were subsequently formed and then
gradually removed. The difference in wear morphology of these
two types (i.e., Cr/CrN/CrAlN and CrN/CrAlN) of multilayers
mainly results from the debris removal behaviors. Indeed,
considering the fact that these two coatings have similar surface

roughness, the wear difference can be attributed to the
difference in the characteristics of debris as well as in the
level of residual stresses. The results previously detailed
indicate that coatings were oxidized during the wear test
probably because of frictional heat (Ref 54). Generally, there is
no signiﬁcant difference in the tribological behavior of
multilayer coating systems. This behavior is related to the type
of oxides incorporated and formed during friction is similar for
all ﬁlms (Cr2O3, FeO2 and Al2O3) (Ref 55, 56). This should
lead to the same debris removal behavior between the coatings.
It is recognized that the type of multilayers Cr/CrN/CrAlN and

CrN/CrAlN shows the same oxidation resistance; the Al oxide
ﬁlms formed during high temperatures are expected to be an
efﬁcient thermal barrier as well as a lubricating layer (Ref 5557). Therefore, it can probably have a crucial role in the wear
process and slightly affect the tribological behavior. In the light
of these experimental investigations, it is noteworthy that the
wear resistance of coatings depends signiﬁcantly from their
level of residual stresses, their tribological properties and
chemical composition.

4. Conclusion
Characteristics and properties of Cr, CrN and CrAlN
monolayer coatings deposited by dual RF magnetron sputtering
are investigated as a preliminary study. These results lead to the
development of multilayer CrN/CrAlN and Cr/CrN/CrAlN thin
ﬁlms with different levels of residual stresses in their constitutive
layers. The physicochemical properties of these coatings are
subsequently investigated. Reciprocating sliding wear tests were
performed and compared to investigate the tribological properties of the multilayers. Observations and characterizations are
focused on their tribological behavior, wear mechanisms and
adhesion properties. The effect on the wear properties and
oxidation were also subject of investigation. Several conclusions
are given based on the observations and associated discussions:
Fig. 13 Wear volume of the PVDi ﬁlms (Vf ) and wear volume of
AISI4140 substrate (Vs ). Duration of the test: t = 15 min, normal
force applied: Fn = 5 N, speed: v = 8 mm s1, amplitude of displacement: d = ± 2.5 mm

1. The multilayers exhibit a prominent reﬂection along
(200) and (111) planes corresponding to the cubic CrN
phase,

Fig. 14 SEM images of the (a) PVD5, (b) PVD6, (c) PVD6. PVDi ﬁlms worn surfaces sliding against Al2O3 alumina ball and (d) EDS microanalyses of the debris (duration of the test: t = 15 min, normal force applied: Fn = 5 N, speed: v = 8 mm s1 and amplitude of displacement:
d = ± 2.5 mm)

2. The residual stresses in the multilayers are lower than
those of their single-layer components. This result is related to the physicochemical properties of the layer interface and the variation of the partial thickness,
3. The coatings present good adhesion to the substrate,
especially the Cr/CrN/CrAlN one. This is due to the presence of the chromium underlayer. This layer reduces the
stress extent between the substrate and the main ﬁlm,
4. Cr/CrN/CrAlN multilayers show a sparsely better friction
property and higher wear resistance (in particular PVD2)
compared to CrN/CrAlN multilayers developed without a
Cr underlayer. However, PVD3 and PVD4 thin ﬁlms prepared under high residual stresses suffered severe wear
even when moderate normal loads were applied (Fn ‡ 5
N). These wear are characterized by a combination of
delamination, abrasive and oxidative wear,
5. The thin multilayers prepared with low residual stresses
level are mainly characterized by concentrated wear.
Other ﬁlms, such as PVD6 prepared with combined residual stresses level (lower in Cr, higher in CrN and
CrAlN), show considerable improvement in debris removal of wear despite a lower thickness and better wear
resistance under moderate normal loads.
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